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First week 9/8-9/11
Going back to school after labor day was an experience like none other. I got to see all of my
friends again and I got to meet the teachers physically. Gone were the days of sitting behind a
computer screen and listening to the teachers. I was finally able to listen and become invested
in the topics that they were teaching. I got to meet doc who made all these funny references to
old stuff and showed us weird and obscure youtube videos like “my pet rock” or “charlie tuna”
I finally got to meet travis blotsky for the first time in the swapshop. I also got to meet Mr.Carey
in english class where he would bring up super interesting topics about these books like the
fault in our stars that I read over the summer. I also met the art teacher who I was very happy to
see. I showed her my art piece and she was really impressed with it. All the rest of the students
were just painting cakes, while I was busy using metal tape for some of the silvery colors on my
electronic components.

I can’t meet the word requirement without straining myself so here is a verbose version of the
draft
Going back to the academy of learning afterwards, the labor period of twenty-four hours was an
experience like none other. Myself retrieved to see all of my friends again as well as myself
retrieved to meet thy teachers physically. Gone were thy days of sitting behind a artificial
intelligence device screen as well as listening to thy teachers. Myself was finally able to listen as
well as become invested in thy topics that they were teaching. Myself retrieved to meet doc who
made all these funny references to old stuff as well as showed us weird as well as obscure
youtube videos like “my pet rock” or “charlie tuna”
myself finally retrieved to meet travis blotsky for thy first time in thy swapshop. Myself also
retrieved to meet mr.Carey in english class location male homo sapien would bring up super
interesting topics about these books like thy fault in our stars that myself read over thy summer.
Myself also met thy art teacher who myself was very happy to see. Myself showed her my art
piece as well as the female homo sapien was really impressed with it. All thy rest of thy students
were just painting cakes, while myself was busy using metal tape for some of thy silvery colors
on my electronic components.


